FRENCH  POLITICAL THOUGHT
from political Conservatism and linked itself to Freemasonry
and to the anti-clerical movement, with which it was naturally
connected. The Comte centenary celebrations, held in 1902,
were in fact largely monopolized by Radical anti-clericalism,
under the presidency of General Andre, one of the most bitter
foes of the Church, and representing, said the Temps, the only
present-day Government that can be said to embody Comte's
real outlook—Le. complete aloofness from all religion.
Those, on the other hand, who have seen in Comte mainly
a political prophet have laid little stress on his religion, or
indeed on his scientific originality. They have been concerned
only with extolling the foe of revolutionary ideologism, of
metaphysical politics, of individual rights. Ignoring the religion
of Humanity, they hailed in Comte the pioneer of those who,
without being Catholics, saw in the Church the bulwark of
social order, the necessary ally of all anti-revolutionary politics.
Comte thus became the bridge between Maistre and the
Authoritarian revival of the late nineteenth century, the inspired
prophet of political reaction. As such he has exercised a real
influence on contemporary politics.
But between the two small groups of direct followers is the
large array of those who saw in Comte a master of method, a
valuable guide away from too much reliance on the abstract
and towards a more empirical treatment of politics, the true
revealer of the goddess Science. As such he exerted very great
influence on Mill,1 on Spencer, on Taine 2 and Renan, and in
revolutionary transition. While admitting the freedom of the Press, he remarks
that the history of Christianity shows how unnecessary is the Press for the
propagation of a doctrine. Littre ultimately became a believer in Republican
Parliamentary Government—hence the anger of pure Comtists, who accuse
him of having given the doctrine a revolutionary bias and describe him as
" incapable of recognizing any authority but his own, a worn-out rhetorician,
momentarily endowed by Positivism with a thinker's halo " (Montesquieu,
op. cit.> p. 6). b
1	Remembering, however, that Mill  described  Comtism  as _" the  most
complete system of spiritual and temporal despotism that ever issued from
the brain of any human being, except perhaps Ignatius Loyola."
2	Taine, in an article in tiiz Journal des Dtbats (6th July 1864), speaks of
Comte's incompetence, and dogmatism, then says: " Mais il est inventeur et
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